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ProTrac and Cycle Counting with Bar Code Scanners
Management would decide to have the Milwaukee
Tools counted as part of their Cycle Counting. They
give the scanner to the warehouse person who goes
and starts scanning and counting items. When they
are done counting they would upload the information
via Wifi and those inventory numbers would be
update a Cycle Counting File in ProTrac.
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If there are discrepancies:
If there are discrepancies ProTrac would create a report of
those items. Management would have a different person
count those items on that report.
After a recount
Management would determine if they wanted to take the
count results or do another recount. If they did take the new
count they would direct ProTrac to update the on hand
inventory to the number in the cycle count.
If the ProTrac had 10 items in the inventory record and there
were only 8 on the shelf, then ProTrac would adjust its record
accordingly, including the inventory totals in the General
Ledger.
Cycle Counting relieves the cost of taking one Physical
Inventory a year and gives better inventory control to the
distributor.
The biggest difference in the process will be at the end of the
count. Instead of having to go to each item that had a variance
and making a physical change, you would have ProTrac make
the changes electronically.
Ask Mel Carney for a quote for the scanner and the Cycle
Counting Software.

The Honeywell 6500
Honeywell’s Dolphin® 6500 is a lightweight
and versatile mobile computer that provides
advanced data collection and real-time
wireless communication for in-premise
applications in retail, supply chain and lightindustrial environments.
This Scanner can also be taken to a customer
site to scan their bins for resupply.
Scanner cost with Scanner
This scanner would also be used for other Bar Code
functions as needed.
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